Sponsor Graphics Template

**Shaded Guidelines:**
Shaded area indicates essential sponsor graphics area, where essential sponsor graphics (text, etc.) should be placed.

SDOT map must be placed on Panel A, in the position shown. No sponsor text may be placed on Panel A.

Non-essential sponsor graphics map extend to Panel A (the SDOT Map will be placed over them) as well as above and below the essential sponsor graphics area.

Sponsor logotype/name may occupy a maximum of 5% of the essential sponsor graphics area.

A sponsorship tagline is required. The tagline may read: “This Station Sponsored by” or “The [sponsor logotype/name] Station”.

Sponsorship tagline must be a minimum of 50% the height of the sponsor logotype/name; tagline must be placed within 3 inches of the sponsor logotype/name.

**Artwork Production Notes:**
Production Size includes 0.5” side bleeds.

Finished Size is the trimmed final graphic size.

Visual opening is the area where essential graphics (text, etc.) should be placed.

**Filename(s):**
- Production Size: 41.47” x 76.03”
- Finished Size: 40.47” x 76.03”
- Visual Opening: 41.00” x 76.03”
- Bleed: 0.5”

**Quantity:** 1

- Finishing: Laminate and trim to panel edge
- Position graphic to visually continue center panel graphic.
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Note, some streetcar shelters have benches on the right side (as shown) or on the left side of the shelter.